D75

Neato knows how to get your home clean.
The smartest, most powerful robot vacuum.

Neato Botvac D75
Everyday vacuuming on all floor types.

LaserSmart™ technology.
Uses laser technology to scan each room 360 degrees,
identifying furniture, doorways, and stairs. It then creates a
map and methodically cleans, moving from room to room
in the most efficient way.

SpinFlow™ Power Clean system.
A combination of powerful suction and precision brushes,
featuring a uniquely designed spiral blade brush that’s best
for cleaning all floor surfaces—hardwood, tile, and carpet.
10MM

98MM

10.9" / 27.6 cm

D-shape design and CornerClever™ technology.
Gets to where dirt hides—in corners and along walls.

Cleans on a schedule.
Easily schedule the robot to clean everyday—or on a
schedule that works for you. You will enjoy coming home
to that just-vacuumed look.

Extra-large bagless dirt bin.
Cleans closer to the walls.
Neato cleans within 10mm of
the walls and corners.

Round robots are 98mm away
from the walls—and even further
from the corners.

Holds more and is right on top so it’s easier to empty.
Bagless, so it’s environmentally friendly, too.
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Cleans up to four times faster—so it can really go the distance.

Specifications

Other Robots

Neato Robots

Other robots randomly bounce
around the room.

Neato scans and systematically
cleans.

Robot Dimensions:
33.5 cm w x 32.1 cm l x 10 cm h
Package Dimensions:
39.8 cm w x 56.3 cm l x 13.9 cm h
Package Weight: 7 kg
Part Number: 945-0185

Package Contents
High Performance Robot Vacuum
Integrated Charge Base
Power Cord
Spiral Blade Brush
Side Brush
Standard Filter
Boundary Markers
Brush & Filter Cleaning Tool
Quick Start Guide

Neato uses LaserSmart technology to plan the most efficient course
and clean in record time. Because it’s not wasting energy bouncing
around like round robots, it can clean more space on a single charge.
If it needs more power, it automatically returns to the charge base,
powers up, then goes back to finish the job.
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